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With April starts the new session which begins a new journey for us all. We will learn from our failures and never let that
hunger for success be satisfied. We resolve to strengthen our strengths and eliminate our weaknesses. Welcome all to the

new journey. Struggle and success are a part of it but don't forget to enjoy the journey.

- Students' Editorial Team

- Dr. A. K. Sinha

'The only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be.'
R. W. Emerson 

Great to welcome the children back to a new school year. Many of us have spent quite a few school years so far
but we are yet to set goals and get to them. So, time to get organised, be focussed, go out and meet new people,

make new friends and give a booming start to a great new academic session.
We all need to be positive, have fun and be ourselves. It is pertinent that we don't hesitate to ask for help or offer

help because that is how life has to go on.
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PRE PRIMARY 

Mango
Day

Summer season is
synonymous with mango

season! This means lots of fun
and exciting new mango

dishes to try! Students of pre-
primary love the summer

season for the juicy mangoes. 

Visit to Car Showroom 
Students enjoyed visiting the

car showroom as they

learned so many new things

about cars and their

working! It was such an

enthralling experience

watching young minds learn

about the world.



PRIMARY
Earth Day

Celebration 

Millets Day
Celebration 

Health is wealth! Students of

Primary came together to celebrate

International Millets Day and

turned it into a fun activity by

collecting various types of millets. 

Earth Day was celebrated with
great enthusiasm and fervor to
make children conscious about

the Earth's resources and
protect them. The students

showed their creative side and
prepared different charts and

posters for the day.

Every day is an
Earth day!



 What do you think is the importance of Sanskrit language in the
present day world?

Sanskrit is one of the first languages to ever exist in the world and it has a great
influence on most of the languages that exist today. Life without Sanskrit will be like a

body with no heart in it.

What is a lesser known side of yours? Any talents that you have?
I'm an astrologer (Jyotish), which I think would come as a surprise. I have researched a lot about it

and I've even bagged a gold medal in astrology. 

What all qualities according to you should a teacher have that would
be the right guide for students?

According to me a teacher should have the following qualities:

1. Shruta - Knowledge    2. Shilta - Character    3. Gun - Good qualities, etiquettes   4.
Karmana - Good work (Karma)

What do you like to do in your leisure time?
. My hobby is reading. I never let any of time get wasted. Even when I'm free from all my classes I like

to read silently in the library. It gives me peace

Know Your Teacher 
Mr. Anil Vyas 

Sanskrit Teacher 

Foundation Day
Embarking upon the glorious 21 years

of our school, we celebrated our
Foundation Day on 19th April 2023.
Children received various accolades

and made the school proud. 
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